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SHMS Detector Stack

● Drift Chambers are 
tracking detectors

● Calibration is necessary for 
high precision particle track 
reconstruction

● Calibration involves the 
conversion of drift times to 
drift distances to obtain 
accurate track position   
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How Does Tracking Work?

● Passage of the particle ionizes gas 
inside chamber

● Electrons from the gas drift towards 
the sense wire 

● Drift times measured by TDC
● Calibration creates a lookup table 

used to convert drift times to drift 
distances

● Drift distance represents how far 
was the track from the sense wire 
that fired

● A collection of sense wire hits (stubs) 
are the fitted in each chamber and 
the best chi2-fit is chosen as best 
track.
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Interactive Session Begins ….
Directory structure

* hallc_replay/CALIBRATION/shms_dc_calib/run_Cal.C   (steering code)

* hallc_replay/CALIBRATION/shms_dc_calib/scripts        (calibration codes)

* hallc_replay/CALIBRATION/shms_dc_calib/root_files    (produced by calib.)

* hallc_replay/CALIBRATION/shms_dc_calib/data_files   (produced by calib.)



Running the code

1. First set the parameter 'p_using_tzero_per_wire = 0' in the  parameter file located at:

hallc_replay/PARAM/SHMS/DC/pdc.param 

2.  Replay the data to produce the uncalibrated root file to be used as input in the 
   Calibration

From the hallc_replay execute: ./hcana SCRIPTS/SHMS/replay_shms.C

3. Run the calibration script with the newly produced root file as input. The script is located                                                                     
at:   

hallc_replay/CALIBRATION/shms_dc_calib/

From this directory,type: 

>> root -l run_Cal.C



Running the code    ...Continued

Once you run run_Cal.C, you will be asked to input:

Replay root file name (without the .root extension): ex. shms_replay_488_500000

The run number: ex. 488

The number of events to be calibrated: ex. 100000

Due to limited time, use 200,000 events for the 
calibration.



While you wait ...Brief Description of Calibration Scripts

The steering script (run_Cal.C) runs a series of scripts that work together to perform the 
calibration.

The scripts are located in: hallc_replay/CALIBRATION/shms_dc_calib/scripts

The scripts are executed by the steering script in the following order:

❏ get_pdc_time_histo.C
❏ wire_drift_times.C, wire_drift_times.h (using “Make Class”)
❏ get_wire_tzero.C
❏ get_tzero_per_wire_param.C
❏ get_pdc_time_histo_tzero_corrected_v2.C
❏ get_LookUp_Values.C

In the following slides, we will go over the output of each script mentioned above.



❏ get_pdc_time_histo.C

Output: 
‘shms_dc_time_run#.root’

--contains re-binned per-plane 
drift time histograms



❏ wire_drift_times.C, wire_drift_times.h

Outputs root_file: 
'shms_DC_plane_run#_wire_histos.root' 

-- contains a 2-D histo of "drift time vs. 
Wire Number" and drift time spectra for 
all wires in the plane

Drift time spectra for wires 25-49 (107 
wires in total for the V’-Plane)

  25               26                 27                 28                29

  30               31                 32                 33                34

  35               36                 37                 38                39

  
   40               41                 42                 43                44

   45               46                 47                 49                49     



❏ get_wire_tzero.C  -- outputs root_file: 
'shms_DC_plane_run#_fitted_histos.root'

-- contains line-fitted wire drift time 
histos. The extrapolation of the fit 
to the x-axis is defined as "tzero" 
and represents the time at which the 
electron has come in contact with the 
sense wire. Therefore, the drift time 
spectra must be offset to align the 
“tzero” with a drift time of  zero 
nanoseconds. 

  25                  26                    27                   28                    29

 
 30                   31                    32                   33                    34

  

 35                   36                    37                   38                    39

  
   
  40                   41                   42                   43                    44

   

  45                   46                   47                   49                    49     



❏ get_wire_tzero.C

t0 = 10 ns

Max Bin Content

20% of 
Max Bin 
Content



❏ get_wire_tzero.C
The root file

'shms_DC_plane_run#_fitted_histos.root'

 also contains two "tzero vs. wire 
number" plots: 

TOP: ‘tzero’ values vs. Wire Number

BOTTOM:  for wires that did not 
have enough statistics for a good 
quality fit, the ‘tzero’ was set to 0 ns. 

The ‘tzero’ weighted average was 
calculated for all planes.  

(In the past, this weighted avg. was 
applied to each chamber plane, but 
now the offset is  done wire by wire)

   

TOP

BOTTOM



❏ get_wire_tzero.C

tzero data 
file

tzero data file

tzero updated 
data file (only 
for entries>300)

tzero weighted 
avg. per plane



❏ get_tzero_per_wire_param.C

tzero parameter file

tzero values for all 
wires in all planes



❏ get_pdc_time_histo_tzero_corrected_v2.C

--outputs root_file:

‘shms_tzero_corr_histo.root’

--contains ‘tzero’ corrected 
per-plane drift times

______________________

This script reads tzero data 
file, and applies the 
tzero-offset to each plane on 
an event by event basis.

    



❏ get_LookUp_Values.C

LookUp values are generated from 
tzero-corrected drift times per 
plane. (previous slide)

These values are calculated on a 
bin-by-bin basis for each plane 
corrected drift time spectra, and 
represent scaling factors that 
hcana uses to convert the drift 
time to drift distance.



Running the code    ...Continued

4. After the calibration is finished, two parameter files are created in

hallc_replay/PARAM/SHMS/DC/

❖ pdc_tzero_per_wire_run#_NEW.param
❖ pdriftmap_run#_NEW.param

From the directory mentioned above, copy these files to the parameter 
files that will actually be read by hcana as follows:

>> cp pdc_tzero_per_wire_run#_NEW.param pdc_tzero_per_wire.param

>> cp pdriftmap_run#_NEW.param pdriftmap.param



Running the code    ...Continued

5. In the parameter file located at: 

hallc_replay/PARAM/SHMS/DC/

Open the “pdc.param”, locate the following parameter, and make sure it 
reads as follows:

p_using_tzero_per_wire = 1

6. Replay the data with the updated parameters to produce the new   
calibrated root files with the corrected drift times and drift     
distances. 

From hallc_replay directory type:

>> ./hcana SCRIPTS/SHMS/replay_shms.C



Running the code    ...Continued

7. Compare the calibrated an uncalibrated root files located at:

hallc_replay/ROOTfiles/

The files generic name will be:

shms_replay_run#_#events.root

shms_replay_run#_#events_dc_uncal.root

HINT: Compare the drift distances, the calibrated drift distances should 
be flat.

  



  



        QUESTIONS?


